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1: GLOBAL AWARENESS | Sherlock Holmes â€“ The Official Website
Embark on a journeythrough the Old and New Testament with Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson asthey explore
exotic and spice-laden places in search of clues. The detective and the doctor travel back intime with the help of a
Moriarty-designed time machine to investigate ten Bibledestinations, unlocking clues to ten Bible mysteries.

Auguste Dupin is generally acknowledged as the first detective in fiction and served as the prototype for many
that were created later, including Holmes. Where was the detective story until Poe breathed the breath of life
into it? Conan Doyle repeatedly said that Holmes was inspired by the real-life figure of Joseph Bell , a surgeon
at the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh , whom Conan Doyle met in and had worked for as a clerk. Like Holmes,
Bell was noted for drawing broad conclusions from minute observations. Littlejohn, who was also Police
Surgeon and Medical Officer of Health in Edinburgh, provided Conan Doyle with a link between medical
investigation and the detection of crime. It is not known if Conan Doyle read Maximilien Heller, but he was
fluent in French, [12] and in this novel sixteen years before the first adventure of Sherlock Holmes , Henry
Cauvain imagined a depressed, anti-social, polymath, cat-loving, and opium-smoking Paris-based detective.
Nevertheless, mentions of his early life and extended family paint a loose biographical picture of the detective.
Mycroft has a unique civil service position as a kind of human database for all aspects of government policy.
Holmes says that he first developed his methods of deduction as an undergraduate; his earliest cases, which he
pursued as an amateur, came from fellow university students. Watson as a fellow lodger. The two take
lodgings at B Baker Street , London, an apartment at the upper north end of the street, up seventeen steps.
Holmes worked as a detective for twenty-three years, with physician John Watson assisting him for seventeen.
Their residence is maintained by their landlady, Mrs. Detection is, or ought to be, an exact science and should
be treated in the same cold and unemotional manner. You have attempted to tinge it ["A Study in Scarlet"]
with romanticism, which produces much the same effect as if you worked a love-story Some facts should be
suppressed, or, at least, a just sense of proportion should be observed in treating them. The only point in the
case which deserved mention was the curious analytical reasoning from effects to causes, by which I
succeeded in unravelling it. It was worth a wound; it was worth many wounds; to know the depth of loyalty
and love which lay behind that cold mask. The clear, hard eyes were dimmed for a moment, and the firm lips
were shaking. For the one and only time I caught a glimpse of a great heart as well as of a great brain. All my
years of humble but single-minded service culminated in that moment of revelation. He is known only in
select profession circles at the beginning of the first story, but is already collaborating with Scotland Yard.
The first set of Holmes stories was published between and Wishing to devote more time to his historical
novels, Conan Doyle killed off Holmes in a final battle with the criminal mastermind Professor James
Moriarty in "The Final Problem" published , but set in However, there is no known contemporary source for
this; the earliest known reference to such events comes from In , Conan Doyle wrote "The Adventure of the
Empty House", set in ; Holmes reappears, explaining to a stunned Watson that he had faked his death to fool
his enemies. Sherlock Holmes blue plaque in East Dean Holmes aficionados refer to the period from to
â€”between his disappearance and presumed death in "The Final Problem" and his reappearance in "The
Adventure of the Empty House"â€”as the Great Hiatus. The move is not dated precisely, but can be presumed
to predate since it is referred to retrospectively in "The Second Stain", first published that year. The story
features Holmes and Watson coming out of retirement to aid the war effort. Described by Watson in The
Hound of the Baskervilles as having a "cat-like" love of personal cleanliness, Holmes is an eccentric with no
regard for contemporary standards of tidiness or good order. In many of the stories, Holmes dives into an
apparent mess to find a relevant item. Although in his methods of thought he was the neatest and most
methodical of mankind He had a horror of destroying documents Thus month after month his papers
accumulated, until every corner of the room was stacked with bundles of manuscript which were on no
account to be burned, and which could not be put away save by their owner. While the detective is usually
dispassionate and cold, during an investigation he is animated and excitable. He has a flair for showmanship,
preparing elaborate traps to capture and expose a culprit often to impress observers. Holmes derives pleasure
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from baffling police inspectors with his deductions and has supreme confidenceâ€”bordering on
arroganceâ€”in his intellectual abilities. While the detective does not actively seek fame and is usually content
to let the police take public credit for his work, [37] he is pleased when his skills are recognised and responds
to flattery. In "The Adventure of the Gloria Scott" , he tells the doctor that during two years at college he made
only one friend: I never mixed much with the men of my year". The detective is similarly described in A
Study in Scarlet. As shooting practice during a period of boredom, Holmes decorates the wall of his Baker
Street lodgings with a "patriotic" VR Victoria Regina in "bullet-pocks" from his revolver. His enjoyment of
vocal music, particularly Wagner , is evident in " The Adventure of the Red Circle ". Drug use Sidney Paget
Strand portrait of Holmes for " The Man with the Twisted Lip " Holmes occasionally uses addictive drugs,
especially in the absence of stimulating cases. He uses cocaine , which he injects in a seven-percent solution
with a syringe kept in a Morocco leather case. Although Holmes also dabbles in morphine , he expresses
strong disapproval when he visits an opium den ; both drugs were legal in 19th-century England. Watson and
Holmes both use tobacco, smoking cigarettes, cigars, and pipe s. In " The Problem of Thor Bridge ", the
detective says, "My professional charges are upon a fixed scale. I do not vary them, save when I remit them
altogether". In this context, a client is offering to double his fee, and it is implied that wealthy clients
habitually pay Holmes more than his standard fee. Although when the stories begin Holmes needed Watson to
share the rent for their residence, by the time of "The Final Problem", he says that his services to the
government of France and "the royal family of Scandinavia" had left him with enough money to retire
comfortably. How can you build on such quicksand? Their most trivial actions may mean volumes Women are
never to be entirely trustedâ€”not the best of them". At the end of The Sign of Four, Holmes states that "love
is an emotional thing, and whatever is emotional is opposed to that true cold reason which I place above all
things. I should never marry myself, lest I bias my judgement. Hudson is fond of Holmes because of his
"remarkable gentleness and courtesy in his dealings with women. He disliked and distrusted the sex, but he
was always a chivalrous opponent". Although this is her only appearance, she is one of only a handful of
people who best Holmes in a battle of wits, and the only woman. For this reason, Adler is the frequent subject
of pastiche writing. The beginning of the story describes the high regard in which Holmes holds her: To
Sherlock Holmes she is always the woman. I have seldom heard him mention her under any other name. In his
eyes she eclipses and predominates the whole of her sex. It was not that he felt any emotion akin to love for
Irene Adler As the story opens, the Prince is engaged to another. Adler slips away before Holmes can succeed.
Her memory is kept alive by the photograph of Adler that Holmes received for his part in the case, and he
refers to her from time to time in subsequent stories. Well up in belladonna , opium and poisons generally.
Knows nothing of practical gardening. Tells at a glance different soils from each other. After walks, has
shown me splashes upon his trousers, and told me by their colour and consistence in what part of London he
had received them. He appears to know every detail of every horror perpetrated in the century. Plays the violin
well. Is an expert singlestick player, boxer and swordsman. Has a good practical knowledge of British law. His
speech is peppered with references to the Bible, Shakespeare , and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe , and the
detective quotes a letter from Gustave Flaubert to George Sand in the original French. In "The Adventure of
the Bruce-Partington Plans", Watson says that "Holmes lost himself in a monograph which he had undertaken
upon the Polyphonic Motets of Lassus ", considered "the last word" on the subject. The later stories move
away from this notion: Holmes demonstrates a knowledge of psychology in "A Scandal in Bohemia", luring
Irene Adler into betraying where she hid a photograph based on the premise that an unmarried woman will
save her most valued possession from a fire. Another example is in " The Adventure of the Blue Carbuncle ",
where Holmes obtains information from a salesman with a wager: I daresay that if I had put pounds down in
front of him, that man would not have given me such complete information as was drawn from him by the
idea that he was doing me on a wager". Maria Konnikova points out in an interview with D. Grothe that
Holmes practices what is now called mindfulness, concentrating on one thing at a time, and almost never
"multitasks. When Watson asks how Holmes knows this, the detective answers: It is simplicity itself
Obviously they have been caused by someone who has very carelessly scraped round the edges of the sole in
order to remove crusted mud from it. Hence, you see, my double deduction that you had been out in vile
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weather, and that you had a particularly malignant boot-slitting specimen of the London slavey. Watson
compares Holmes to C. Alluding to an episode in " The Murders in the Rue Morgue ", where Dupin
determines what his friend is thinking despite their having walked together in silence for a quarter of an hour,
Holmes remarks: He observes the dress and attitude of his clients and suspects, noting skin marks such as
tattoos , contamination such as ink stains or clay on boots , emotional state, and physical condition in order to
deduce their origins and recent history. Holmes does employ deductive reasoning as well. Because of the
small scale of much of his evidence, the detective often uses a magnifying glass at the scene and an optical
microscope at his Baker Street lodgings. Ballistics feature in "The Adventure of the Empty House" when spent
bullets are recovered and matched with a suspected murder weapon. Disguises Holmes displays a strong
aptitude for acting and disguise. In the latter story, Watson says, "The stage lost a fine actor Other weapons As
a gentleman, Holmes often carries a stick or cane. He is described by Watson as an expert at singlestick and
uses his cane twice as a weapon. Personal combat The detective is described or demonstrated as possessing
above-average physical strength.
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2: Sherlock Holmes - Wikipedia
For mysteries, Sherlock Holmes towers above any other candidate (Sam Spade and the Bible?). Moreover, his Victorian
integrity aligns nicely with the textual icon of the religious world: the Bible.

Click the image below to Read the Reviews: Toward the end of the Morstan case, Holmes, Watson and police
inspector Athelney Jones are on a stakeout. We were all eager by this time, even the policemen and stokers,
who had a very vague idea of what was going forward. From this point we can see the entrance of the yard,
and they can hardly see us. It will be a clear night and plenty of light. We must stay where we are. See how the
folk swarm over yonder in the gaslight. You would not think it, to look at them. There is no a priori
probability about it. A strange enigma is man! You can, for example, never foretell what any one man will do,
but you can say with precision what an average number will be up to. Individuals vary, but percentages remain
constant. So says the statistician In a remarkable passage in "The Naval Treaty," Holmes interrupts his
investigation of a case to speculate on the nature of religion and the goodness of Providence. I have no doubt I
can get details from Forbes. The authorities are excellent at amassing facts, though they do not always use
them to advantage. What a lovely thing a rose is! It was a new phase of his character to me, for I had never
before seen him show any keen interest in natural objects. Our highest assurance of the goodness of
Providence seems to me to rest in the flowers. All other things, our powers our desires, our food, are all really
necessary for our existence in the first instance. But this rose is an extra. Its smell and its color are an
embellishment of life, not a condition of it. It is only goodness which gives extras, and so I say again that we
have much to hope from the flowers. He had fallen into a reverie, with the moss-rose between his fingers. It
had lasted some minutes before the young lady broke in upon it.
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3: The Bible and Sherlock Holmes - Kristin Swenson
The World Bibliography of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson by Ronald Burt De Waal. Bramhall House. Hardcover.
POOR. Noticeably used book. Heavy wear to cover. Pages contain marginal notes, underlining, and or highlighting.

Sherlock Holmes stayed ahead of the police because he was simply better at deduction than they were; it does
a disservice to his character to suggest that he would ever misappropriate evidence. Holmes trusts his best
friend Dr. John Watson, and he relies on him as his biographer and companion, especially on very dangerous
missions. The pair are incredibly close and remain good friends throughout most of their lives. However,
while Holmes may have trusted his best friend to defend him in a scrape, and trusted his medical knowledge,
he does not truly trust Dr. Watson to keep an eye on the situation at Baskerville hall, and then sneaks out to the
moor to keep an eye on the situation himself rather than trusting his friends account. And to make matters
worse he does not even tell Dr. Watson of his arrival. Also, in The Adventure of the Dying Detective , he
tricks his best friend into thinking he is dying of a deadly disease because he does not believe that Dr. Watson
would be able to keep the secret that he was faking it if he told him. While he claims respect for Dr. Holmes
dresses in an eccentric manner and is often dirty or unkempt. Not all movies are guilty of this particular
offense, but the horrible monstrosity that was the recent two part movie series with Robert Downey Jr is a
huge offender. However, Sherlock Holmes is actually described in The Hound of the Baskervilles as having a
cat like approach to cleanliness. He dressed in very traditional, conservative clothes for his time and was
always impeccably neat. In fact, in Sherlock Holmes is out on the moor investigating a case in secret, living in
an old shack, and still arranges to have fresh linen and other luxuries brought to him so that he can remain neat
and clean. Holmes is always seen with a deerstalker cap and calabash pipe. However, it is also a complete
fabrication. The calabash pipe was originally used by the actor in one of the original Sherlock Holmes plays
because it was easy to rest on his chest while he was talking. But in fictional reality, Holmes used a much
different pipe. This might sound like nitpicking, but the calabash pipe and deerstalker cap combo have become
synonymous with Sherlock Holmes, or detectives in general though it is entirely inaccurate. Watson and
Sherlock Holmes are middle-aged gentlemen. In popular culture many people view Sherlock Holmes and his
friend Dr. Watson as somewhere around middle age, getting older and quite experienced. Watson had already
served in the war and was a skilled doctor, and Holmes had created quite a reputation for himself. However,
Holmes and Watson were actually both quite young, in their early twenties for most of their adventures.
Watson were close in age, and Holmes was said to be born in and Dr. Watson met him in Most of their
adventures spanned the first few years they became friends, which would place them in their late twenties and
still quite young. The explanation for how they could accomplish so much at a young age is very simple; they
were both brilliant young men. Watson is easily overshadowed by his friend, he was quite an intelligent man,
very skilled at practicing medicine and conducted himself very well during the war. He never spent more than
a couple months on a case and retired relatively young. There is some truth to this; Holmes solved most cases
with extraordinary speed. And he had intended to retire young. However, the government had a problem; they
were losing information to the other side and losing agents and could not figure out who was behind it. After
several high up government officials intervened, Holmes finally agreed to take the case in the story His Last
Bow. In the end Holmes catches up with the German secret agent who was causing all the trouble, and teams
up with Dr. Watson for the final act. He reveals to Dr. Watson that his plan to defeat the German agent was so
convoluted it involved him joining an Irish secret society in America for two full years, just to get at one
agent. We can safely say that Holmes was nothing if not thorough. Many movies and TV specials felt that to
increase viewer eyeballs, they needed to give Sherlock Holmes a love interest. We can see a dramatized
example of this in the recent films where Robert Downey Jr plays a bisexual, eccentric playboy who is in love
with both Irene Adler and his friend Dr. Holmes had an ongoing love affair with Irene Adler, so it was perfect,
right? Except that is completely untrue. He respected her intellect, but had no romantic inclinations toward her
and we never hear of her again. Professor James Moriarty was his arch-enemy. Contrary to the popular notion
that has been ingrained in us by so many television series and movies on the subject, Professor Moriarty was
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hardly Sherlock Holmes arch-nemesis. Moriarty actually only appears in one story, The Final Problem , he is
also mentioned briefly in The Valley of Fear but only in the vein of giving paid consultation to other
criminals. As far as him facing off against Holmes there is really no such evidence of it ever happening, apart
from their famous battle at the Reichenbach falls. In fact, Arthur Conan Doyle had tired of the character of
Holmes and wanted to move on to other projects, so he mainly just made up the conflict between Moriarty and
Holmes so he could kill his most famous character , but the fans raised such an outcry that he reluctantly
brought the detective back from the dead. Hardly has there ever been a character with so much popularity that
people wore black armbands in the streets to mourn his death.
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Sherlock Holmes and the Needle's Eye is a dream come true for readers who are passionate about the Bible and a
Sherlock Holmes fan. The first sentence draws the reader immediately into the world of Sherlock Holmes and his friend
Dr Watson.

Not only is the Spirit the Revealer, but He is also the Investigator of truth. His investigative skills are infinitely
more exquisite than the fictional Sherlock Holmes! That is correct; the Spirit of Grace is a researcher, who
often conducts systematic investigations into the deep mysteries of God to disclose them to us. Paul
emphasized this point in 1 Corinthians 2: It is not that He requires additional information; His aim is to
determine what truth or insight is appropriate for us to be exposed to. Not all Bible teaching is appropriate for
every Believer. Some insights are more fitting for new converts, while others are better suited to maturing
Christians. Nevertheless, we can know and experience truth because it has been freely given to us Christians
by God through His Word. Believers have a wealth of spiritual resources because the Spirit lives within us!
This positions Him to communicate quite richly into our awareness incredible truths and principles about our
Lord, our salvation, and the goodness of God toward us. Through the Holy Spirit, each convert becomes a
participant in the very life of God. Precious insights that communicate comfort, joy, peace, conviction,
reverence, awe, and faith into our never dying souls. Sometimes what He introduces us to is so stirring that all
we can do is look upward towards our heavenly Father while tears of joy race down our cheeks. There are
characteristics of Almighty God that, upon our being exposed to them, deepen our appreciation and stimulate
intensely heartfelt worship. His grace and mercy graduate from mere words in our Christian vocabulary to
penetrating awareness of who God really is. We are made sober, striped entirely, filled to overflowing, and
stabilized in our innermost person. I can personally testify that some biblical teachings fascinated my little
brain so much that all I could do was chuckle to myself upon discovering them. God desires for you and me,
His children, to know today all the blessings of His grace that He has planned for each of us. Paul points out
three important ministries of the Holy Spirit of God. First of all, the Spirit indwells genuine Believers 2: We
are not under the authority of Satan and his world system. Therefore, we Believers do not depend on worldly
wisdom because the Spirit we have received is not of this world. Instead, we Believers have received the Spirit
who is from God Gal 3: We can know God and His incredible plans with brilliant clarity and extraordinary
depth. Make it your habit to not only study the Word regularly, but to invite the Spirit of grace to teach and
instruct you as you read and study. Not every Bible study session will prove to be a stunning experience, but a
consistent study life under Professor Holy Spirit will take us quite far into the heart and mind of God our
Father. God wants you and me to know Him deeply. He knows He is the absolute best knowledge we could
ever attain. Anything we need to know about God, the Sherlock Holmes of the Bible can teach us.
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5: Why I Chose Sherlock Holmes To Solve Bible Mysteries | HuffPost
I would love to hear Sherlock Holmes talk about his observations regarding the Bible. I can imagine that he would point
out some things we didn't notice before. In equal amounts, I imagine he would probably also ask us to kindly (or not so
kindly) shed some of our prior presuppositions about certain biblical texts.

Ah, but which one? Icons flash to my mind for each genre. Moreover, his Victorian integrity aligns nicely
with the textual icon of the religious world: A hamburger comes with fries, a hotdog with potato chips, haggis
with a barf bag--and you guessed it--Holmes comes with Watson. There is only one Sherlock Holmes. Watson
as a counterfoil to the complex and intellectually baffling detective. We, the observer, identify with Watson.
He is our only hope to keep pace with the huge, ponderous, calculating brain that is Sherlock Holmes. For the
odd observer who identifies with Holmes, there is always therapy, counseling groups, prison. Simply put,
Holmes comes with built-in tension--not so much as an inward struggle as with Dr. Holmes is Victorian
London--aggressive, powerful, progressive. Watson is more the London countryside--reflective, measured,
patient. The Bible and Science In the arena of "Faith vs. Facts", the contrast between the two gentlemen plays
out as they travel back in time to ten settings in the Old and New Testament. If Christ suffered no decay, why
does the corpse in the rock-hewn tomb stink to high heavens? Why does David, a boy of superlative faith, take
five stones against Goliath? Is the Bible prejudiced against women? Why does Jesus misquote the Old
Testament? Holmes, the scientific man, is quite willing to let these scriptural disparities stand, but compassion
for his friend overrules him. He cannot bear to watch Watson suffer under a disillusioned faith. In the ten
investigations, the realm of "faith vs. Sherlock Holmes begins to question whether science and religion have to
be at odds--whether the true academic can coexist in the same house, much less the same body, with the true
believer. But perhaps a fixed scientific world would be even more severe and narrow-minded than a world
where strict, unfeeling, uncompassionate religion reigns supreme. Then, Holmes witnesses the crucifixion first
hand. What kind of god willingly suffers such humiliation, pain, and death in order to have a relationship with
man? After a moment Holmes rose, feeling his way across the room, as if dreaming. He gripped his bow,
paused, and then laid his violin beneath his chin. In the end, Holmes cannot abandon the analytical, agnostic
halls of Academia, declaring: In the triumph of Science. In the rational disciplines. Everyman In truth, Holmes
and Watson are the halves of one man, any man, sliced down the middle into a head-half and a heart-half.
Every person harbors rebellion toward God: But every person possesses a faith part, no matter how small: This
is the real beauty of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. They represent every man. Because Holmes and Watson
combined, are us.
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6: 10 Common Misconceptions about Sherlock Holmes - Listverse
Sherlock Holmes (/ Ëˆ Êƒ ÉœË•r l É’ k Ëˆ h oÊŠ m z / or /-Ëˆ h oÊŠ l m z /) is a fictional private detective created by
British author Sir Arthur Conan www.enganchecubano.coming to himself as a "consulting detective" in the stories,
Holmes is known for his proficiency with observation, forensic science, and logical reasoning that borders on the
fantastic, which he employs when investigating cases for a.

Arthur Conan Doyle penned the Sherlock Holmes mysteries in the last decades of the nineteenth century when
Britain was still a Christian country in culture and habits of mind. The Sherlock Holmes mysteries reflect
these traits both in Holmes himself and in the other characters in the stories. It is closely allied to repentance
which is a prerequisite of forgiveness. The Bible contrasts a sound mind with a reprobate mind Romans 1. The
reprobate who willfully chooses a life of sin is given over to a mind suitable to his desires. Holmes reflects in
this remark a Biblical view of human nature. When the murderer confesses to Holmes at the end of the story,
he employs Biblical concepts. He calls his victim "a devil incarnate" and prays for Holmes: The man has only
a few months to live. Holmes speaks of the Ultimate Judgment. The grateful perpetrator then observes
solemnly that Holmes own deathbed "will be the easier for the thought of the peace you have given to mine.
The mingled justice and mercy in the exchange reflect clearly the defining characteristics of God himself and
demonstrate that Holmes and his contemporaries lived in a culture where such realities were taken for granted.
The story ends with Holmes client being the victim of foul play. Holmes was "depressed and shaken" by the
news. It becomes a personal matter with me now, and, if God send me health, I shall set my hand upon this
gang. See also Peter 5: Holmes also makes the success of his endeavor dependent upon the favor of God. He
exclaims of those who perpetrated a crime before he could foil them: He is clever and ruthless. Holmes, as a
cultured Christian gentleman, portrays his opponents in Biblical language. Watson concludes the story with
the comment: The Blue Carbuncle The Blue Carbuncle has Christmas for its backdrop and thus appropriately
gleams with Christian concepts, particularly in its denouement. In analyzing a lost hat for clues as to its owner,
Holmes descries a "moral retrogression" caused by an "evil influence. Holmes could not have spoken in such
terms were he not grounded in the Christian view of reality. The metaphor is striking and starkly Biblical. And
he understands the weakness of human nature, including his own. Holmes understanding of the common
frailty of human nature and its proneness to sin renders him sympathetic and forgiving towards others. In this
he is a Christian. Confronting the perpetrator at the end of the story, Holmes analyzes his failing in Biblical
terms: It would break their hearts. I never went wrong before! I never will again. In both stories without
Holmes intervention an innocent man would have answered for the crime, a matter that troubled him deeply
and sharpened his determination to solve the crimes. The same is true also in The Copper Beeches. Holmes
thus possesses also a keen sense of justice, which is obviously a moral and Biblical attribute. Satisfied that the
wrongly accused will be acquitted, Holmes permits the thief to flee without turning him over to the authorities.
His reasons are thoroughly scriptural. I suppose that I am committing a felony, but it is just possible that I am
saving a soul. This fellow will not go wrong again. He is too terribly frightened. Send him to jail now, and you
make him a gaolbird for life. Besides, it is the season of forgiveness. In these observations we see that the
salvation of souls has a high value indeed for Holmes, far greater even than just retribution. Christ died to pay
the price for our sins that he might redeem our souls out of the grasp of the evil one. Holmes in this act of
mercy is actuated also by the forgiveness of God. But if ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your
Father forgive your trespasses. And shows forth that mercy himself â€” for its own sake and in hopes of
saving a soul from perdition. Holmes, that you can see deeply into the manifold wickedness of the human
heart. See also Proverbs In this he is part of the Christian culture that permeates the Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes. Later in the story a maid attempts to warn the client of his danger: Holmes again shows forth his
forbearance. Simon very mercifully, and thank our stars that we are never likely to find ourselves in the same
position. The Beryl Coronet In The Beryl Coronet, Holmes describes the villain as "a man without heart or
conscience," actuated by a "wicked lust for gold. At the conclusion of the story he remarks on the behavior of
the young girl who ran off with the villain. The Copper Beeches In The Copper Beeches the Great Detective
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terms the statistics of crime a "dreadful record of sin" and remarks on "the deeds of hellish cruelty, the hidden
wickedness. Conclusion The enduring attraction of the Holmes stories, I believe, is not related solely to
Holmes unusual power of reasoning but also to the attractiveness of his moral character which is grounded in
the Christian civilization in which he lived. Not only Holmes, but also the other protagonists in the stories,
share a common Biblical vision of reality. Holmes virtues as well as his mental ability create a well-rounded
character -- morally and intellectually. His pursuit of justice and his Christian humility make him a small,
albeit fictional, hero of the faith. His sins, especially the use of hard drugs, are overbalanced by his recognition
of the common frailty of others. His suspicion of pride is particularly attractive in one as mentally gifted as he
is. He also eschewed the grosser sins of the flesh, referring in The Redheaded League to such a motivation for
crime as "vulgar intrigue. See A Case of Identity "the easy courtesy for which he was remarkable".
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7: â€˜Sherlock Holmes 3â€™ Has Been Announced For Release - LADbible
The Return of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of Sherlock Holmes stories by Arthur Conan Doyle. Sherlock Holmes is a
pop culture phenomenon, and he's one worth knowing about. After.

The cliff was fictionally located in Switzerland, over the Reichenbach Falls. But Conan Doyle did the dirty
work from his home in London where he wrote. Conan Doyle himself seemed a little less emotional in private.
One can imagine Conan Doyle, slicked-back hair shimmering in the candlelight, twirling his ample mustache
with glee. He later said of his famous character: Conan Doyle may have thought, at the time of finishing
Holmes off in print, that that was that. If he did think this, he did not understand fans â€” particularly fans of
Holmes â€” very well. The public reaction to the death was unlike anything previously seen for fictional
events. The magazine barely survived. View image of Credit: Outraged readers wrote to the magazine in
protest: This sounds, of course, like just another day on the internet in But at the time, Conan Doyle had every
reason to be shocked by the torrent of vitriol. Fans simply did not do this before then. Readers typically
accepted what went on in their favourite books, then moved on. Now they were beginning to take their popular
culture personally, and to expect their favourite works to conform to certain expectations. They seemed to
actually expect a reciprocal relationship with the works they loved. Holmes first appeared in , in the novelette
A Study in Scarlet. He was popular from the start â€” so popular that soon Conan Doyle began to regret
having created him, since Holmes stories so completely overshadowed what Conan Doyle considered his
serious work, such as his historical novel Micah Clarke. Readers lined up at newsstands for The Strand on
publication day whenever a new Holmes story was to appear inside. They were the ones priced out of
concerts, the ones who had to wait for the cheaper versions of popular novels. The demand for Holmes stories
seemed endless. The Strand would pay Conan Doyle nicely for whatever he could give them. In he went one
step further, resurrecting Holmes with the explanation that only Moriarty had died in the fall. He wanted to be
Sir Walter Scott. So he had the evil Professor Moriarty push Holmes down the falls. It took eight years, but by
, however, public pressure grew so great that Conan Doyle wrote a new story, The Hound of the Baskervilles,
featuring Holmes before his fall. In , in The Adventure of the Empty House, he went one step further,
resurrecting Holmes with the explanation that only Moriarty had died in the fall, while Holmes had faked his
own death. Wikipedia Life after death Holmes fans have only grown more obsessive since then. Even so, the
BBC series Sherlock, in particular, has stoked the most passionate strand of Holmes fandom in some time.
They crowd the streets when the crew films on location, to such a point that it has caused production
problems. Nearly a thousand once showed up at the Baker Street location, which is Gower Street in real life.
Japanese fans pore over Sherlock manga. Korean pop group SHINee recorded a tribute song. Cumberbatch
fans have their own squad name: As a TV show, Sherlock has maintained a complicated relationship with its
fans. Agatha Christie does it explicitly and makes Poirot short and round as opposed to tall and lean. He needs
a Watson, so she creates Captain Hastings. Everywhere you go, this is the model. The fans will see to it.
8: List of literary works by number of translations - Wikipedia
Sherlock Holmes on Religion by Drew R. Thomas. When Dr. John H. Watson first resided with Sherlock Holmes in the
rooms at B Baker Street, he became so intrigued about Holmes's enigmatic character that he was preoccupied for a
time.

9: MaxEvangel: The Sherlock Holmes of The Bible
The Sherlock Holmes mysteries reflect these traits both in Holmes himself and in the other characters in the stories. Two
of the tales -- The Boscombe Valley Mystery and The Blue Carbuncle -- have distinctly Christian endings, which show
Holmes acting out Biblical values.
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